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The key objective of database systems is to reliably manage

data, whereby high query throughput and low query latency

are core requirements. To satisfy these requirements, database

systems constantly adapt to novel hardware features on the

one hand. On the other hand, we have already known for a

long time that hardware components are not perfect and soft

errors in terms of single bit flips happen all the time. Today,

hardware-based protection is the common approach to mitigate

these single bit flips. However, recent studies have shown

that future hardware is becoming less and less reliable and

that multi-bit flips may prevail single bit flips. For example,

repeatedly accessing one memory cell in DRAM modules

causes bit flips in physically-adjacent memory cells, whereby

one to four bits flips per 64-bit word have been discovered [1].

Furthermore, emerging non-volatile memory technologies like

PCM exhibit even more reliability issues [2], [3]. For instance,

heat produced by writing one PCM cell can alter the value

stored in many nearby cells (e.g., up to 11 cells in a 64-byte

block [4]). Additionally, hardware aging effects will lead to

changing bit flip rates at run-time [5]. Unfortunately, scaling

hardware-based protection techniques to cover changing multi-

bit flips is possible, but this introduces large performance, chip

area, and power overheads, which will become unaffordable

in the future [5], [6], [7].

Consequently, this shift also affects database systems, be-

cause data as well as query processing have to be protected

in software accordingly to further guarantee a reliable data

management on future unreliable hardware. Generally, any

undetected bit flip destroys the reliability objective in form

of false negatives (missing tuples), false positives (tuples

with invalid predicates), or inaccurate aggregates in a silent

way. To tackle theses issues from a database perspective, we

developed AHEAD [8], a novel adaptable and on-the-fly hard-

ware error detection approach for in-memory column stores.

AHEAD provides configurable error detection in an end-to-end

fashion by using an arithmetic error coding technique which

allows query processing to completely work on encoded data.

This enables on-the-fly error detection during query processing

(i) which modifies data stored in memory or transferred on

an interconnect, and (ii) which are induced during compu-

tations. Compared to state-of-the-art protection approaches

like dual modular redundancy, AHEAD reduces the overhead

dramatically. For instance, DMR protection requires twice as

much memory capacity compared to an unprotected setting,
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Fig. 1: Comparing the unprotected in-memory database con-

cept with protected concepts of double modular redundancy

(DMR) and our AHEAD approach using the SSB benchmark.

since data must be kept in two different memory locations.

Furthermore, every query is redundantly executed with an ad-

ditional voting at the end resulting in a performance overhead

higher than 100%. Using AHEAD, we observed an average

performance overhead over all SSB queries of 19% compared

to an unprotected setting as illustrated in Fig.1.
In our talk, we will present the current state of our re-

search direction of teaching in-memory database systems the

detection of hardware errors. We will stress the fact, that

our favored error coding approach is orthogonal to other

coding domains like compression or encryption, which allows

a free combination of different schemes of the underlying data.

Finally, we will also outline our future work in this context.
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